Lecture Notes

Portfolio comparison

What?
Investors care about financial ratios. However, implications and importance of financial ratios may be
dependent on several factors. For instance, while a
high debt-to-equity ratio may be detrimental during
high cost of borrowing times, it may be quite positive during zero-borrowing-cost times. It is our job
to figure out which financial ratio is important for
investors and in what way.

Method
We will create two portfolios for a random financial ratio (i.e. P/E ratio). P ortf olioHIGH will include companies with the highest P/E ratios in the
market. P ortf olioLOW will include companies with
(a) Portfolio High
(b) Portfolio Low
the lowest P/E ratios in the market. Then, we will
compare these portfolios for different time periods.
We hope to see if there are meaningful differences This simple comparison shows that P/E ratio is a
between these portfolios and if these differences are significant determinant of risk and return. However,
the level of risk and return change through years.
dependent on the time period.
For instance, the high P/E portfolio has 108% rePortfolios
turn for 2003. The low P/E portfolio has -42% return for 2003. However, for 2004, while low P/E
The Stata code to download the daily prices is as portfolio has positive return high P/E portfolio has
follows:
a negative return. This reversal of investor appetite
is the reason why we need to evaluate price reaction
to financial ratios.

Assumptions
net install http://researchata.com/stata/203/fetchyahooquotes.pkg, force
fetchyahooquotes ^GSPC CSCO NFLX AMZN AAPL JPM F, freq(d) chg(ln) start(01jan2000)

• Portfolios must be constructed using highest P/E
and lowest P/E companies (i.e. our example above
is way too simplistic).
• There are obvious outliers with respect to each
The Stata code to create the portfolios is as follows:
financial ratio.
• Certain industries have distinct characteristics.
• Multiple ratios may interact. For instance, high
P/E for a large company may be perceived differgen P_high = (ln_CSCO + ln_NFLX + ln_AMZN) / 3
gen P_low = (ln_AAPL + ln_JPM + ln_F) / 3
ently for a high P/E for a small company.

Statistical Example: Entire sample
Let’s compare annual risk and return:

The Stata code to compare the daily returns for both
portfolios is as follows:
ttest P_high==P_low

tabstat P_high, stat(sd sum) by(year) columns(stats)
tabstat P_low, stat(sd sum) by(year) columns(stats)
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We are simply testing whether the average daily return for the high P/E portfolio is statistically differ-
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ent than the average daily return for the low P/E
portfolio (i.e. mean(Phigh − Plow ) = 0).

The Stata code to estimate the market model for the
low P/E portfolio is as follows:
reg P_low ln__GSPC if year(date)>2016

We find that mean(Phigh −Plow ) > 0 at 9.60% statistical significance. This implies: Phigh > Plow . High
P/E portfolio average daily returns are higher than
the average daily returns for the low P/E companies.
Please remember our assumptions.

Statistical Example: 2016
We are now repeating the prior average daily return
comparison test for the year 2016 only. The Stata
code to compare the daily returns for both portfolios
Notice that the market risk (Beta) for the high P/E
for 2016 is as follows:
portfolio is 1.49 and it is 1.08 for the low P/E portttest P_high==P_low if year(date)==2016
folio. This is as expected.
Please remember our assumptions.

We find that average daily returns for both portfolios
are statistically indifferent.
Please remember our assumptions.

Statistical Example: Beta 2017-2018
We will now focus on market risk (Beta) for each
of the two portfolios. The Stata code to estimate
the market model for the high P/E portfolio is as
follows:
reg P_high ln__GSPC if year(date)>2016
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